
Mirror Installation Instructions 

1. Carefully remove and check that the Mirror is undamaged 

2. Check to ensure that  the kit is complete. Attached to one 

of the Mirror brackets will be small plastic bag containing  

 2 x Mirror Clips 

 2 x No.6 x 32 Pan head screws  

 2 x Wall anchors 

3. Lay the mirror face down on a soft non scratch surface and 

insert one of the Mirror clips into the slot of the mirror 

bracket. Measure the distance from the top of the mirror to 

the top of the slot in the Mirror clip - Record this measure-

ment (Measurement A) 

 

 

4. Mark the vertical centreline of the mirror  

 

 

 

5. Determine the height of the mirror noting where the top 

edge of the mirror will be. Record this measurement 

(Measurement B) 

 

 IMPORTANT:  

The Mirror must not be mounted directly down 

onto the vanity surface or Upstand, a minimum 

gap of 10mm must be left 

 

 

6. Subtract the Measurement A from Measurement B to 

get Measurement C (this will give the height position 

of the Mirror Clip on the wall) 

 

7. On the vertical centre line mark Measurement C.     

Using a spirit level draw a horizontal line 

 

8. Measure the centre distances between the Mirror 

brackets on the rear of the Mirror 



Mirror Installation Instructions 

9. Take the measurement in step 8 and divide by 2. Mark this 

dimension either side of the centre line and on the horizontal 

line  

 

10. Drill 3.0mm pilot holes into the wall. If there are no solid 

fixings (Studs or Nogs) where the Mirror clips will be      

located use the wall anchors provided 

 

11. Screw the Mirror clips into position ensuring the “tongues” 

are off the wall and are vertical 

 

12. Lift the Mirror above the Mirror clips at and angle and align 

with clips. Reduce the angle of the Mirror to the wall and 

slide down so the Mirror brackets catch the Mirror clips 

 

13. Check carefully that the Mirror brackets have fully engaged 

the Mirror clips. The Mirror installation is complete 

 

IMPORTANT 

Do not under any circumstance adhere or seal the mirror to the wall. Sealants or   

adhesives may affect  the Mirror’s rear surface. Warranty will be voided 
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